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HURRICANE IAN: Interview and Summary by Alexandra McKim.

BREAKING NEWS- WEATHER ALERT
Hurricane Ian is now raging through Florida's coastline, making its way to hit more up north of
the sunshine state, in places such as Orlando. Let’s dive deeper into its dangerous waters.
HOW HURRICANES ARE FORMED
Hurricanes are formed and grown worse by pressure. As warm air rises, there is a low pressure
forming underneath that causes more air to enter. As the air rises, it cools and water condenses
and forms droplets, which causes an even rougher storm to brew.
WHAT IT IS AND WHAT HAPPENED
Hurricane Ian is a violent storm that would go up and down in the categories. It began as a
tropical storm, but as it traveled through the ocean, it grew into a category 4, almost a 5 by the
time it hit Florida’s coastline. It completely destroyed the down south area of Florida.

Here is a recently taken photo of the
streets in Southern Florida. Ohio Task Force 1
snapped
the photo, while traveling south from their safe
state; to put themselves in a risky situation
in order to aid Florida.

The southern coast of Florida is
underwater, the water deep enough for people
to bring out any
speed boats they have, and ride along on
those. There are social media posts on TikTok
of
people showing the disaster. One video showed a woman in the middle of her flooded house,
sitting in an inflatable bath in order to stay afloat.

My sister is with me, having flown up from Florida after the storm hit her home in Orlando.
Here’s my conversation with her:
ALEXANDRA MCKIM [AM]: What was your reaction to hearing about the storm? Things such as
How heavy would it be on your state?
APRIL CANTREL [AC]: I was not too worried, it was supposed to hit south of us. And so by the
time it got to me, it would be a Cat. 2 or 3.
[AM]: How did your family react? Did this change your reaction?
[AC]: About the same.
[AM]: Did you do normal preparations, like putting up shutters? Or did you just not guard down
the house at all?
[AC]: Yep. Got extra food and water, too.
[AM]: When it hit, how long did you have power before it completely went out? How long did
food and drinks last?
[AC]: Several hours, most of the evening was good, and power didn’t go out until early in the
morning, like around 2 or 3 AM.
[AM]: What did you do to pass the time? Did the time feel weirdly short or unbelievably long?
[AC]: We played board games, reading on iPads we had charged before, movies on charged
devices. It wasn’t either, I’ve been through many hurricanes. I was asleep for half of it.
[AM]: And last one- were you ever scared, maybe even for your life?
[AC]: Not for my life, though a little scared we may get damage or flash flooding. But we were
pretty safe where we were.
[AM]: Anything else you’d like to add?
[AC]: We did get some flooding after, the street outside of our house had at least a foot of water.
It got some into our cars and garage, but none in our house. We got pretty lucky.



Taking Out the Trash: The Rationale Behind Excessive Litter
By Kate Westlake

Those brave enough to make the trek through the junior lot are bound to find two
things: dangerous drivers and mounds of trash. Focusing on the latter, it seems that
almost every parking spot is covered with damp wrappers, weathered cups, and daunting
plastic shards. These remains speckle the dreary concrete, adding color and beauty. While
this artful display may be appealing (to a select few), it appears that the non-existent
benefits of litter are outweighed by the nuanced negatives. Some argue that littering
doesn't have a significant impact and that items such as granola bar wrappers and straws
hold no long-term effects. These arguments leave those worried about the waste problem,
including Chicago Tribune writer Jerald Mcnair, to wonder: “Am I Overreacting?” While
a small fragment of strewn waste may not set our planet ablaze, the normalized act of
littering seems to signify a larger, societal movement toward the disregard for the
environment and those around us. Small actions from individuals add up, and it is
indifference that could lead to deadly demise.

Litter, as described by Merriam-Webster dictionary, is trash, wastepaper, or
garbage lying scattered about. Littering is illegal in all U.S states, although the penalties
vary. In Minnesota, there are numerous state statutes regarding penalties for littering on
public property. The most applicable of these is the 2021 MN statute 169.421, also citable
as the Civil Litter Act. The Civil Litter Act assures that improper disposal of waste on
both public and private property imposes civil liability. Under this act, littering can result
in various fines based on the severity of the act. While effective in theory, it is almost
impossible for the government to enforce the act, due to a lack of resources and the
circumstantial nature of littering. The disregard for rules like this one is all too common
and seems to be a rampant problem at WHS.

The school parking lots are filled with trash remnants in part because of societal
norms. Laws, policies, and rules are all impacted greatly by social norms and public
consensus. The Brookings Research Institute notes that in studies and experiments,
individuals conform to the ideals of their reference group out of fear of being stigmatized.
These same concepts go towards following policies and rules in society as a whole.
Professor H. Peyton Young, a writer for Brookings, writes: “There are situations where
perverse norms become entrenched that are quite detrimental to individuals’ welfare.” It
seems that littering has become entrenched in the culture at WHS. At a generalized level,
it has become normalized to throw trash onto the grounds if receptacles aren’t
conveniently placed. While not every student litters, it has become all too common.

Examine this situation featuring senior Amy Fitzgerald: Amy is an upstanding
student at WHS, but she has an extreme need for hydration. Unlike those who chose to
quench their thirst with a reusable choice, she opts for plastic water bottles. While this
choice is not sustainable, it is not inherently bad; however, instead of responsibly tossing
these bottles into a recycling bin, she throws them out of the window of her car. This
disregard for school property and the environment stems from her friends who have
participated in these actions before her. It is because Amy watched people litter before



her that she thought it was okay. To be clear, Fitzgerald does not throw plastic bottles out
of her car. Instead, interpret this situation as an exemplification of the littering problem at
school. Irresponsible waste removal has become normalized at WHS and these notions
are dangerous. Amy’s fictitious story could become reality for any member of the student
body, and this is alarming.

Littering is on fire at WHS, spreading with reckless abandon. The most dangerous
aspect of litter is the mob mentality behind it. In the current global situation, universal
unity and action toward sustainability and environmental solutions are necessary to curb
global warming. Throwing a wrapper on the ground will not dry up rivers, deteriorate
mountains, or burn trees; but it is one more step towards the disregard for the
environment and the people around us. I urge you to resist the societal norm and take a
stand against littering. Next time you need to dispose of trash, walk to a receptacle and
dispose of it properly. When the junior lot is finally freed of its trashy attire, focus can be
placed on the bigger issue at hand: the obscene amount of under qualified drivers.

References:
Chicago Tribune Sec. 169.421 MN Statutes Social Norms and Public Policy

What to See on the Sea.
By Amalie Bethke

Have you ever wondered what it is like to be on a giant ship surrounded by tap-dancing
sailors on a bustling shipdeck, with a supposed Public Enemy #1 roaming around? Well, then
Woodbury High School’s fall musical, Anything Goes, is the show for you.

Coming to you on November 4-6 and 10-12, you can follow the stories of Reno Sweeney
and her posse of showgirls, Hope Harcourt, Billy Crocker, Lord Evelyn Oakleigh, and assorted
criminals in disguise. On the S.S. American, you discover a tangled web of sailor suits, love
triangles, inaccurate arrests, proposals, confessions, and mistaken identities. How will it all go
down? Well, you’ll just have to come and see, ‘cause anything can happen
when Anything Goes!

Later in November, on the 19th, WHS’s Royal Theater Pride will be
hosting A Night at Sea, a fundraiser similar to Coffee House. This event
will be a showcase of the arts at WHS, as well as a fundraiser for the
Immigrant Law Center of Minnesota. It will start in the cafeteria at 6pm
with an art show and a raffle, and at 7, the performances will commence.
RTP hopes you will come and enjoy this night, or even consider
auditioning (link to audition is below).

Overall, the performing arts community of Woodbury High School
is busy preparing many wonderful performances, performances you just
don’t wanna miss out on.
Link to audition: Sign Up Genius

https://www.chicagotribune.com/opinion/commentary/ct-opinion-litter-jerald-mcnair-20210528-mpn6f7uj4veuhntb7gnqyiuore-story.html
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/169.421
https://www.brookings.edu/research/social-norms-and-public-policy/
https://m.signupgenius.com/#!/showSignUp/10C0F4BAFAF2BA7FECE9-whsperformance








Climate Change on Minnesota Lakes

By Eva Vokac

What’s Minnesota without its 10,000 lakes? As residents of the North Star State, most of us are

familiar with the recreational activities, tourism, and water supply capabilities they have to offer. Lakes

contribute to Minnesota’s diverse ecosystem, agriculture, and economy. Unfortunately, Minnesota’s

beloved and iconic lakes have been negatively impacted by climate change. Effects include shorter ice

coverage seasons, fish population shifts, and toxic blue-green algal blooms.

According to the NOAA and DNR, in the past 125 years, daily minimum temperatures have risen

twice as fast in comparison to the rate of daily maximum temperature. The winter season has warmed 2-3

times faster than the summer season. These conditions have only been exacerbated in the past 50 years.

From 1970 to 2021, average daily minimum winter temperatures have risen over fifteen times faster than

the rate of average daily summer maximum temperatures. (1)

The long term average daily minimum winter

temperatures are only expected to increase in

temperature. Displayed below is a projection

estimating the future minimum winter temperatures

in Minnesota using several climate models.

Because of rising temperatures, lake ice

coverage has lost an average of 10-14 days in the

past 50 years. (2) Because of a shorter ice season,

winter recreation in Minnesota can take a heavy

decline due to the fact that the amount of safe ice

to snowshoe, ski, ice fish, and skate on has

dwindled. The University of Minnesota found a high amount of ice fishing tournament cancellation in

central Minnesota when temperatures reached 24.8℉. (3) Millions of dollars per year are spent on ice

recreation in Minnesota, and Minnesota boasts the largest ice fisherman population in the United

States.(4) A shorter lake ice season is detrimental to Minnesota’s tourism and recreational economic

sectors.

Greater water temperatures caused by an earlier thaw allow blue-green algae to thrive. Blue-green

algae are, despite their name, cyanobacteria that thrive in warm, nutrient rich water. In the right

conditions, algal blooms may grow rapidly, and they thrive in water that is 75℉ or warmer. Some kinds of

blue-green algae are known to produce toxins that cause illness or even death in humans and animals if



ingested. Blue-green algae post a threat to lake ecosystems as well. The growth of algal blocks sunlight

required for underwater

plants to survive,

meaning less oxygen

would be released into

the lake. As algal blooms

die off, the

decomposition process

consumes dissolved

oxygen in the water. At a

great scale, dissolved oxygen levels can greatly decline or even be depleted, which can suffocate

underwater animals. (5) According to a 2006 NOAA study, “[Harmful algal blooms] cause $82 million in

economic losses to the seafood, restaurant, and touring industries each year.” (6)

Less ice coverage also brings an increase in water temperature, which will shift fish populations.

A University of Minnesota study shows that fish have a critical oxygen requirement threshold for

survival. Deoxygenated water particularly impacts cold water fish. (7) Warming waters hold less oxygen,

so cold water species that require more dissolved oxygen die off. Fish regulate their bodies based on

external temperature, so their metabolism speeds up, which increases the amount of oxygen required to

survive. (8) Cold water fish can also become stressed in warmer water, and are therefore more vulnerable

to disease.

A study by a team of researchers concluded that the deoxygenation of temperate lakes worldwide

caused by climate change will have devastating effects on their ecosystems. (9)Even deeper lakes are

more susceptible to fish kills, as surface waters are too warm and deeper waters have too little oxygen at

the bottom. Fish crowd between these two areas and compete for limited oxygen. (7) Although warm

water fish will likely take over some lakes, a study conducted on 8,891 Minnesota and Wisconsin lakes

over 10 years shows sobering news. A computer model shows a 600% increase in fish kills at this current

rate due to climate change. (10)

A shift or decline in fish populations is especially harmful to Indigenous populations who rely

heavily on fishing for sustenance. According to a study by the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and

Wilder Research, “All of the Red Lake Reservation area qualifies as a food desert, and large percentages

of White Earth, Leech Lake, Mille Lacs, and Bois Forte Reservations areas are also considered food

deserts.” (11) The USDA defines a food desert as a low income area with low access to a grocery store.

Where will Indigenous people turn to in the instance of a devastating fish kill caused by climate change?



Minnesota citizens deserve to partake in their traditions that define the Minnesotan identity

without fear of losing the lakes that make them possible. It can be easy to ignore melting glaciers or

hurricanes, but local problems such as early lake thaws, economic setbacks, fish population declines, and

decreasing food options should be Minnesota’s wake up call.

As bleak as things look, it’s not completely hopeless. Planting trees, protecting wildlife,

volunteering to collect data for the DNR, ERA, and other scientific institutions, and even voting are all

examples of actions you can take to mitigate the effects of climate change. Collectively and consistently

making a local difference, no matter how small it might be, may be the definitive breaking point between

life and death for the future of the human race.
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